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The dawning of a New Year stirs up in many of us a desire
to renew our lives in some way, to do some decluttering
and to engage personal goals that bring a sense of
freshness and new growth. One way that we can deepen
and reinforce that wholesome energy is to explore a
personal meditation practice. 

Meditation can guide our decluttering project all the way
down to the very core of our being. We can clear our heads,
unburden our hearts, release cumulative tension from the
body, and re-enliven our spirit with just a small measure of
quiet time each day to deliberately connect with what is
going on inside of us and to draw closer to life.

In some parts of the world, the winter months are
associated with Vassa, or a “rains retreat,” when the wet
season makes the roads less passable and so instead of
traveling outwardly one travels inwardly by way of
prioritizing contemplative practice. Similarly in this part of
the world, the early months of the year are an ideal season
for attending to “inner work,” opening a path to the clear
quiet stillness within where we can rest, reconnect, heal,
and renew. 
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The profound health benefits of meditation have been borne
out by the burgeoning field of neuroscience and likewise the
health benefits of spending time in nature. It is no surprise to
me that the two compliment and overlap one another in how
they exert a healthy influence on the body, the brain, the
nervous system, and the psyche. This is because nature
meditates us. 

Just like in meditation, the natural world calls us back Home –
back to a kindred and consummate inner harmony where we
feel connected to something greater than can be expressed in
words. Nature, like meditation, proffers a spaciousness that is
expansive enough to reflect back to us our fullness, our
completeness, and in doing so, remind us (with utter surprise
each time) that we are, in fact, already whole. Just like in
meditation, nature draws us into the richness and clarity of the
present moment by awakening and enlivening our senses. And,
just like meditation, nature clears the way to that “Aha!”
moment where something suddenly becomes crystal clear. 

Albert Einstein said, “I think 99 times and find nothing. I stop
thinking, swim in the silence, and the truth comes to me.” If
you have felt drawn to meditation as a daily practice but also
discouraged and intimidated by it, you are not alone. Finding
any amount of silence to swim in during meditation practice
can feel close to impossible when you keep coming up against
a constant compulsion to ruminate and engage in mental
distraction. 

As a meditation instructor who specializes in nature-based
psychology, I would like to propose that right at the
intersection of your love of nature and your inclination
towards meditation lies the path to inner silence and stillness.
The magic of the natural world that we take such immense
solace in can be uncovered right here inside of us through the
practice of meditation. And it is in our relationship with the
natural world where we can learn to become proficient in
contacting that place inside of us at any time.



The natural world relates with us through our
senses. By soliciting and awakening our senses,
nature integrates our faculties for consciousness
and summons our innate capacity for
connection, expansion, and in-sight. As the
natural world brings our senses into greater
focus and clarity, our ruminative mind recedes
and defers to other ways of knowing and
experiencing and being.

In order to see a star in the nighttime sky, you
often cannot look directly at it. Because of how
our eyes are designed, you sometimes have to
look off to one side a bit, using your peripheral
vision to bring the star into focus. Quieting and
focusing the mind is just like that: we have to get
there indirectly by way of our senses. 

 
If the mind was a tumultuous pool of water where someone
just did a cannonball, the best way to still the pool would be to
allow it to gradually calm on its own; we would need to
disengage with the water so as not to further disturb it or
stimulate it. So too will our thoughts gradually settle and our
mind gradually clear, all of their own accord, if we continually
shift our focus away from compulsive chatter in favor of our
sensory awareness. 

When we are in nature, we feel as though we are touching the
very heart of life. So too is the goal of meditation to hone our
capacity to touch the heart of life by developing mental focus
and sensory clarity that fosters deep tranquility and
heightened states of consciousness, just like nature does. 

Like any skill, mental concentration and sensory clarity require
practice in order to strengthen and master our craft. As we
heighten our concentration skills, our sensory experience
comes to the foreground, causing mental chatter to recede to
the background. It is the awakening of consciousness through
our senses that nature so magically solicits, and likewise it is
our senses that can light the path to that clear silent stillness
within during meditation practice.
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Meditation Practice #1: SENSORY FOCUS ON THE BREATH.
One reason that the breath is the most popular focal point in
meditation practice is that it is an ongoing sensory experience.
One way to improve your meditation game is to learn how to
experience breathing with heightened sensory clarity. Close
your eyes. Notice where you feel the most pronounced muscle
movement when you are breathing. There is no right or wrong
answer. You may feel the most pronounced muscle movement
of the breath in your lower belly, your upper belly, your chest,
your side waist, or in your back. Focus strongly on that
movement. See if you can find the place where the muscle
movement starts at the beginning of the inhalations. Then see
if you can find the final muscle movement where each breath
ends. As best you can, stay focused on the inception point of
the inhale, the concluding point of the exhale, and the
movement in between those two points.

Meditation Practice #2: SENSORY FOCUS ON SOUND. 
The breath is only one potential focal point in meditation
practice. There are many ways in which we can focus our
attention. One of my favorite ways is to focus on the
experience of sound. Close your eyes and continue to focus as
best you can on listening to sounds around you (and inside of
you – you may hear your own breath or your heartbeat!).
When you catch your mind wandering off to something else,
that’s good! That means you remembered to be mindful of the
experience of sound. Now you can resume your concentration
on the experience of sounds. 

Meditation Practice #3: SENSORY FOCUS ON YOUR FEET.
Audio file: https://soundcloud.com/jenneuine/guided-
meditation-on-feet-breath?
si=fdde4b1a658541c38d6109ebcfdd2ee2&utm_source=clipbo
ard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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